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HIGHLIGHTS

Internationalization of colleges and universities historically has been fostered—and 
continues to be fostered—mostly by grassroots efforts by faculty and staff members, 

driven by bottom-up rather than top-down approaches. More recently, though, national 
governments have become drivers of the internationalization of higher education, 
particularly because it relates to public diplomacy, national security, and economic 
development. But how do sub-national entities, such as state governments and their 
agents, influence the internationalization of higher education? This question is critical to 
U.S. colleges and universities, for while the federal government has played a supportive 
role in this agenda, higher education is primarily the responsibility of state and local 
governments. Our research has found that a growing number of states are emerging as 
influential actors in international education efforts. This report provides an initial analysis 
of these previously unreported state-level trends, investigating the drivers and tools of 
state-level involvement in international education. 
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Historically, most of the internationalization of higher education has been driven by 
grassroots efforts at colleges and universities such as collaborative research projects, student 

exchanges, and faculty adaptation of curriculum.1 More recently, because of its connection to 
national security, economic development, and public diplomacy, international education has 
begun to attract more significant interest from national governments around the globe. In most 
countries, primary responsibility for higher education falls on the national government.  

In the United States, however, state governments retain primary authority over public 
higher education, and almost no attention has been given to state-level involvement in 
the internationalization of higher education. This report provides an initial analysis and 
description of what motivates state governments and their agents (e.g., system offices and 
coordinating boards) to engage in the internationalization of their colleges and universities. 

While there has been much effort by institutions to internationalize 
at home through curricular offerings and internationally oriented 
student activities, most governments, state and national, are 
interested in promoting mobility. International academic mobility 
generally consists of the movement of students, faculty members, 
programs, or institutions across borders, the most prevalent of 
which is the movement of students. Exchanges include both U.S. 
students’ study in foreign countries and foreign students’ enrollment 
in U.S. colleges and universities. The United States has been the 

most popular destination for studying abroad. The Institute of International Education (IIE) 
reports that about 820,000 international students enrolled in the United States in 2013, a 
40 percent increase since 2001.2 However, the U.S. market share is declining. In 2000, the 
United States educated 23 percent of all students who were studying abroad. By 2011, its 
share fell to 16 percent.3

The drop in enrollment share reflects several global trends. First, other English-speaking 
countries, such as Canada, Australia, and the United Kingdom, aggressively recruit students 
from other nations.4 In many other countries, national governments have promoted and 
expanded educational opportunities for foreign students. In addition to other popular English-
language countries, graduate programs in non-native English nations have also begun to 

1 We should note that most internationalization efforts continue to come from faculty members, students, and staff members. 
While the focus of this report is on uncovering the role of states in these activities, our approach should not be taken as an argu-
ment that internationalization should be led from the top.
2 Institute of International Education, Open Doors 2012 “Fast Facts,” 2012, http://tinyurl.com/kqcjuev.
3 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), Education at a Glance 2013: OECD Indicators, OECD  
Publishing, 2013, http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/eag-2013-en.
4 L. Verbik and V. Lasanowski, International Student Mobility: Patterns and Trends (London: The Observatory on Borderless 
Higher Education, 2007), http://tinyurl.com/jwxwyth.
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offer coursework in English.5 Second, certain countries or regions have been able to leverage 
system-level approaches to internationalization, including strong marketing campaigns in 
Asian-Pacific countries and regional mobility policies in the European higher education area. 

It is also important to note that U.S. students study abroad at a much lower rate than do their 
peers in many other mature economies. In 2013, approximately 283,000 American students 
studied abroad for academic credit. That represents a 300 percent increase over the course 
of only two decades.6 Yet the total represents only 1.4 percent of all postsecondary students 
enrolled in U.S. colleges and universities. The small fraction does not represent a lack of 
interest. A report published in 2008 by the American Council on Education; Art & Science 
Group, LLC; and the College Board indicated that only 5 percent of students who want an 
international experience during their college career actually participate in one, suggesting 
that there is interest in study abroad even if students are not engaging in existing programs.7

The involvement of so few students in study abroad can put a nation’s long-term global 
competitiveness at risk. A recent report about the importance of study abroad framed the 
issue in this way: 

On the international stage, what nations don’t know can hurt them. Whether the 
region is Europe, Asia, Africa, Latin America, Eastern Europe and the former Soviet 
Union, or the Middle East, whether the issue involves diplomacy, foreign affairs, 
national security, or commerce and finance—what nations do not know exacts a 
heavy toll. The stakes involved in study abroad are that simple, that straightforward, 
and that important. Promoting and democratizing undergraduate study abroad is the 
next step in the evolution of American higher education. Making study abroad the 
norm and not the exception can position this and future generations of Americans 
for success in the world in much the same way that establishment of the land-grant 
university system and enactment of the GI Bill helped create the American century.8 

However, while research and policy documents have begun to frame international education 
as a national issue, there has been almost no effort to understand what interest and role there 
might be for state governments. We take on this issue in this report. 

An important caveat is that the structure of each state’s higher education sector differs; how, 
and to what extent, each state engages with its higher education sector will vary. Almost all 
states have created coordinating agencies or multi-campus systems as a means to oversee 
some or all the public institutions in the state. We include the activities of these entities that 
act on behalf of the state but are distinct from individual institutions. While the focus of 

5 M. Brenn-White and E. Faethe, English-Taught Master’s Programs in Europe: A 2013 Update (New York: Institute of Internation-
al Education, 2013), http://tinyurl.com/m39a7fw.
6 Institute of International Education, Open Doors 2012 “Fast Facts.”
7 American Council on Education, Art and Science Group, and the College Board, College-Bound Students’ Interest in Study 
Abroad and Other International Learning Activities, 2008, http://tinyurl.com/l58ew66.
8 Commission on the Abraham Lincoln Study Abroad Program, Global Competence and National Needs: One Million Americans 
Studying Abroad, 2005, http://tinyurl.com/lwk6tc4, 3.
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this report is on the state level, it is important to understand how state-level engagements fit 
within the context of what individual institutions and the national government are doing. We 
explore these differing motivations in the following sections. 

 Campus Motivations 

With regard to engagement in international education, campus motivations primarily tend 
to be oriented toward academics, economics, and prestige. Academic programs are often 
the core motivation for faculty members to develop a study abroad program, invite visiting 
scholars to teach a specialized course, or collaborate across institutions to advance research 
and learning. The OECD calls this the mutual understanding approach, where building 
cultural and academic networks are at the forefront of international exchange.9

A second prominent driver of campus efforts is economic in nature, often regarded as a 
revenue-generating mechanism to supplement other revenue sources, sometimes offsetting 
declines in state support. Some public campuses levy much higher fees on international 
students than on domestic students—usually two to three times the in-state tuition rate—in 
an effort to close budget gaps and cover the costs of campus programs.10 The World Bank 
estimates that $300 billion is spent each year on global higher education, study abroad, and 
other international programs, and there is no sign that this spending will slow down.11  

Finally, coupled with academic and economic motivations are prestige and status building. As 
with most sectors, an industry has emerged around higher education to help students, families, 
businesses, and governments figure out exactly what is going on inside the ivory tower. 
Campuses are matched against each other in ranked lists of best to worst, most famously in 
U.S. News & World Report, but these rankings are increasingly global in scope, such as the 
Times Higher Education World Reputation Rankings and Shanghai Jiao Tong University’s 
Academic Ranking of World Universities. Internationalization efforts help campuses boost 
their reputation and perceived prestige, especially by enhancing research capacity.12  

 National Motivations

While campuses are concerned with academics, economics, and prestige, the federal 
government has been motivated by economics, public diplomacy, and national security. 
Internationalization’s broad economic benefits to national economies are well documented. 
A study released in 2007 by the U.S. Government Accountability Office reported that 
international students have been “important sources of innovation and productivity in our 

9 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), Policy Brief: Internationalisation of Higher Education 
(Paris: OECD Publishing, 2004). See also S. G. F. Klyberg, “The Faculty Experience of Internationalization: Motivations for, Prac-
tices of, and Means for Engagement” (PhD diss, Pennsylvania State University, 2012) and J. A. Mestenhauser, “Building Bridges,” 
International Educator, Summer 2003.
10 K. Gürüz, Higher Education and International Student Mobility in the Global Knowledge Economy (Albany: State University of  
New York Press, 2011).
11 P. N. Materu, Higher Education Quality Assurance in Sub-Saharan Africa: Status, Challenges, Opportunities and Promising Prac-
tices. No. 124. (Washington, DC: World Bank Publications, 2007).
12 J. Salmi, The Challenge of Establishing World-Class Universities, World Bank Publications, 2009, http://tinyurl.com/69wrwuc.

A Four-Pillar Strategy
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increasingly knowledge-based economy, brought needed research and workforce skills, and 
strengthened our labor force.”13 For example, in 2011, international students, post-docs, and 
other non-faculty researchers contributed to 54 percent of patents issued to universities.14 In 
fact, some nations have begun to use cross-border education, such as international branch 
campuses and academic partnerships, as tools for economic and 
capacity development.15  

With regard to public diplomacy, many countries continue to invest 
in and see the important role of higher education in the cultural, 
economic, and political relationships between nations. For example, 
the United States government invests about $230 million every year 
in the Fulbright program, perhaps its most popular international 
program.16 The Department of State hosts a variety of other programs through the Bureau 
of Educational and Cultural Affairs, while USAID has historically sponsored educational 
projects to advance the federal foreign policy agenda, both formally and as soft power.17  

National security interests emerge in various ways with regard to the federal government’s 
role in international education: Security was a major theme in the National Defense 
Education act of 1958, the creation of the Student and Exchange Visitor Information 
System (SEVIS) following the attacks on September 11, 2001, and continues to influence 
federal perspectives on immigration and information safety.18 More recently, the federal 
government formed an advisory board to help protect intellectual property that is created 
and disseminated on U.S. campuses, specifically citing the increase in global cross-border 
education activities.19 Finally, immigration debates are central to internationalization efforts 
as the country’s immigration policies dictate who can enter and stay in the United States—
and what they may do while they are here. 

 State Motivations

So where do the states fit in the agenda for internationalization of higher education? Do they 
choose to engage in international education? If so, why? There is growing rhetoric among 
state leaders and policymakers that the primary role of the state in higher education is to 

13 U.S. Government Accountability Office, Challenges in Attracting Students to the United States and Implications for Global  
Competitiveness, 2007, Report GAO-07-1047T, http://tinyurl.com/l36c8es, 3.
14 Partnership for a New American Economy, Patent Pending: How Immigrants Are Reinventing the American Economy, 2012,  
http://tinyurl.com/nxpap9x.
15 S. Vincent-Lancrin, Cross-Border Tertiary Education: A Way Towards Capacity Development (Paris: OECD, 2007).
16 U.S. Department of State, FY 2014 Executive Budget Summary - Function 150 and Other International Programs, 2013,  
http://tinyurl.com/c44oyoa, 34. At the time of this report’s publication, the federal government was considering a reduction in  
the Fulbright budget.
17 R. M. Hendrickson, J. E. Lane, J. T. Harris, and R. H. Dorman, Academic Leadership and Governance of Higher Education: A 
Guide for Trustees, Leaders, and Aspiring Leaders of Two- And Four-Year Institutions (Sterling: Stylus, 2013), Chapter 4.
18 J. J. Kuenzi, Foreign Language and International Studies: Federal Aid under Title VI of the Higher Education Act. Congressional 
Research Service Report for Congress, Order Code RL31625, 2007, http://tinyurl.com/lrabttt.
19 Federal Bureau of Investigation, Higher Education and National Security: The Targeting of Sensitive, Proprietary and Classified 
Information on Campuses of Higher Education, U.S. Department of Justice, 2011, http://tinyurl.com/6m6acq8. 
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ensure that the collective system is able to fulfill the public agenda—that is, the well-being 
of the state, generally speaking.20 Historically, the well-being of a state has been understood 
domestically; states’ stances have ranged from ambivalent to hostile on higher education’s 
international efforts. As a result, states have engaged in very little oversight of the 
international activities of their public colleges and universities, usually only restricting the 
use of state dollars in out-of-state activities.21 Moreover, many institutions have downplayed 
their international engagements for fear that state-level elected officials may raise concerns 
about their out-of-state focus. 

More recently, though, state governments and their higher education coordinating entities 
have shown new interest in international engagements, largely driven by the need to 
make their economies globally competitive. In the case of international higher education, 

our research has found that state governments and their higher 
education coordinating entities serve the public interest through  
(1) economic development, (2) enhanced efficiencies, and (3) 
quality assurance.22 We should note that the motivations have 
different impetuses. The economic development perspective 
comes from a recognition that higher education can help advance 
the state’s economy, while the enhanced efficiencies and quality 
assurance are driven by interests in how colleges and universities 
engage in internationalization activities.

Similar to campuses and the federal government, states are cognizant of the implications 
to economic development that global initiatives bring. As recent research indicates, “many 
rust belt states are looking to transform themselves from a state dependent on manufacturing 
and agriculture to a more diverse knowledge-based economy.”23 An important means for 
transforming an economy is through the mobility of students and scholars. States recognize 
that international students contribute to regional economies not only during their studies, but 
also often after they graduate by remaining in the area and adding new global dimensions 
to local industry. In fact, international students account for about 15 percent of graduate 
enrollments nationally (compared with about 4 percent at the undergraduate level).24 Those 
proportions are far higher in STEM fields. In 2007, the percentage of science and engineering 

20 National Center for Public Policy and Higher Education, Purposes, Policies, Performance: Higher Education and the Fulfillment 
of a State’s Public Agenda, National Center Report #03-1, 2003, http://tinyurl.com/qfvkg79.
21 J. E. Lane, K. Kinser, and D. Knox, “Regulating Cross-Border Higher Education: A Case Study of the United States,” Higher  
Education Policy 26 (2013): 147-172, doi: 10.1057/hep.2012.23.
22 J. E. Lane, “The Systemness of Internationalization Strategies: How Higher Education Systems Are Aiding Institutions with 
Globalization,” in Higher Education Systems 3.0: Harnessing Systems, Delivering Performance, ed. J. E. Lane and D. B. Johnstone 
(Albany: State University of New York Press, 2013), 261-282.
23 D. Owens, P. Srivistava, and A. Feerasta, “Viewing International Students as State Stimulus Potential: Current Perceptions and 
Future Possibilities,” Journal of Marketing for Higher Education 21, no. 2 (2011): 157.
24 C. Farrugia and R. Bhandari, Open Doors 2013 Report on International Education Exchange (New York: Institute of Inter-
national Education, 2013) and L. M. Gonzales, J. R. Allum, and R.S. Sowell, Graduate Enrollment and Degrees: 2002 to 2012, 
Council of Graduate Schools, 2013, http://tinyurl.com/l52cccs.

A Four-Pillar Strategy
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doctorates awarded to international students exceeded 40 percent.25 Moreover, about 35 
percent of post-docs are temporary visa holders.26  

Internationalization is more than simply encouraging the movement of people. Colleges and 
universities have become important drivers of economic development in both the domestic 
and international arenas.27 They help raise the international awareness of their local region. 
The University at Buffalo (UB), a State University of New York campus, noted it this way in 
its economic development impact report. 

With the heavy international presence at its campuses, UB plays an important role 
in expanding the global awareness of Buffalo Niagara. For many overseas, the first 
time they hear of Buffalo is when they hear about UB. This association helps to 
cultivate an international image of Buffalo Niagara as a region that is plugged into 
the knowledge-based economy. Closer to home, UB’s national profile assist efforts to 
rebrand the region from a snowy factory town to a center for innovation.28  

This effect happens in communities across the United States. State government leaders are 
beginning to recognize that their colleges and universities not only help attract students and 
scholars. They can be critical for transforming the economic base of their communities and 
communicating that change to the outside world, helping to attract international trade and 
foreign direct investment for local companies.29 

The state also finds itself in the position to leverage efficiencies through economies of scale 
and value-added measures such as shared services.30 In the 1960s and 1970s, states developed 
coordinating agencies to help identify efficiencies across their public higher education 
systems. With a few exceptions, these system offices, agencies, and coordinating boards 
rarely dealt with international education issues. However, in the early part of the 21st century 
there is evidence of growing engagement by such entities in the development of a global 
presence for their state systems and the creation of efficiencies through shared programming 
in study abroad, foreign language offerings, and international student recruitment.31  

Finally, states have a historic role in managing quality assurance of the academic programs 
offered within them. This role includes the prevention of diploma mills, an issue that has 

25 National Science Foundation, Who Earns a U.S. Doctorate? 2012, http://tinyurl.com/pbn57wl. 
26 National Science Foundation, Graduate Enrollment in Science and Engineering Grew Substantially in the Past Decade but 
Slowed in 2010, 2012, http://tinyurl.com/oxm76u3.
27 J.E. Lane and D.B. Johnstone. Universities and Colleges as Economic Drivers: Measuring and Building Success.
28 K. A. Foster, S. A. Entress, P. A. Lombardi, B. A. Stynes, and R. M. Teaman, The Difference a University Makes: An Impact 
Analysis of the University at Buffalo (Buffalo, NY: Regional Institute, University at Buffalo, 2007).
29 J. E. Lane and T. Owens, “The International Dimensions of Economic Development,” in Universities and Colleges as Economic  
Drivers: Measuring and Building Success, ed. J. E. Lane and D. B. Johnstone (Albany: State University of New York Press, 2012), 
205-238.
30 Many systems are considering a range of shared services to enhance efficiency and reduce operational costs, such as imple-
menting strategic sourcing, transforming IT operations, building campus alliances, and reforming transaction processing.
31 Lane, “The Systemness of Internationalization Strategies.”
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mostly been about shutting down non-accredited institutions. However, as international 
programs have proliferated, concerns over quality have grown with them. The states’ policy 
and regulatory authority endows them with the ability to reduce liabilities and mitigate risks, 
helping campuses and students participate in vetted programs. Currently, Minnesota and 
New York are considering legislation that would require colleges to make information about 
their study abroad programs publicly available. The Minnesota bill is oriented around student 
safety while the New York bill is geared toward financial transparency. While some members 
of the higher education community are uneasy about increased government regulation, both 
bills have some support from academe.32 

Recognizing the importance of a highly educated workforce in a 
knowledge-based and increasingly global economy, U.S. states 
and public higher education systems have begun to formalize 
internationalization efforts through gubernatorial proclamations, 
legislative resolutions, foreign student recruitment programs, 
inclusion of internationalization goals in master or strategic plans, 
and increased funding for study abroad and exchange programs. 
These initiatives have been designed not only to produce world-class 
graduates who will secure gainful employment in a global workforce, 
but also to contribute to the economic vitality of the community 
and state in which the institutions are located. In many instances, 
policymakers are careful to note the economic impact that foreign 
students have on public institutions and the larger community.

 State- and System-Level Policy Approaches to Internationalization

To investigate the extent to which these trends exist, the Rockefeller Institute of Government 
(RIG), in cooperation with the Department of Educational Administration and Policy Studies 
at the State University of New York at Albany, undertook a national study to identify state 

32 E. Redden, “State Regulation of Study Abroad?” Inside Higher Ed, May 12, 2014, http://tinyurl.com/mfspxnh  
(accessed May 12, 2014).

SURVEY DESCRIPTION & DESIGN

This study provides a descriptive assessment of the role of state and system-level higher education agencies in the 
coordination, planning, or implementation of internationalization efforts. These data represent baseline information 
regarding state-level participation, a shift from decentralized strategies in which colleges and universities historically 
have directed their own efforts. 

A survey was distributed to all state higher education executive officers in the United States. Data were collected 
between February 1 – March 1, 2012. Of the 50 inquiries that were sent out, 26 (52%) of the states responded. The 
respondents represented every geographical area in the country.  

Figure 1

A Four-Pillar Strategy
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States with an international education resolution

States with members actively seeking a resolution

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION WEEK

As of 2011, 23 states have passed a 
resolution in support of international  
higher education in at least one  
chamber of state government. 

Source: NAFSA State-level Internationalization Initiatives 

Figure 3

COORDINATION WITH  
STATE ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT OFFICE

SYSTEM-LEVEL 
INTERNATIONAL  
EDUCATION OFFICER

Source: Authors’ survey

Figure 2

SHEEO coordination

International Officer
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Yes

No

STATE AND SYSTEM SUPPORT OF INTERNATIONALIZATION ACTIVITIES

9

15

7

17 17

7

5

16

Does the state or system 
currently operate, subsidize, 
or otherwise support any 
international education 
initiatives?

Does international 
education fall under the 
responsibility of a state- 
or system-level education 
officer?

Does your state support or 
operate a “study” initiative?

Has your state passed a 
resolution in support of 
International Education Week 
or another similar initiative?

Figure 4

Yes No

DOES THE STATE HIGHER EDUCATION OFFICE 
COORDINATE WITH THE STATE ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT OFFICE ON MATTERS OF 
INTERNATIONALIZATION/GLOBALIZATION? 53% 47%

Figure 5

Source: Authors’ survey

Source: Authors’ survey

A Four-Pillar Strategy
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GENERALLY SPEAKING, HOW SUPPORTIVE ARE THE FOLLOWING OF INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION? 

Governor State Higher 
Education 
Executive 

Office

Legislative 
Education 
Committee 
Members

Higher Education 
System Office 
(i.e. Board of 

Regents)

Chamber of 
Commerce

University 
Presidents

Chief 
Academic 
Officers

65%

29%

71%
76%79%

21%

33%

Percentage represents the proportion of states which responded “Supportive” or “Very Supportive” to this question.  
Other responses include “Not Sure,” “Strongly Opposed,” “Opposed,” and “Neutral.” 

Note: These figures represent SHEEO perception of their state agency’s positions.

Source: Authors’ survey

Figure 6

GENERALLY SPEAKING, HOW SUPPORTIVE ARE THE FOLLOWING  
OF PREPARING THE STATE FOR A GLOBAL ECONOMY? 

Governor State Higher 
Education 
Executive 

Office

Legislative 
Education 
Committee 
Members

Higher Education 
System Office 
(i.e.: Board of 

Regents)

Chamber of 
Commerce

University 
Presidents

Chief 
Academic 
Officers

75%
67%

71%
81%

89%

62%

86%

Percentage represents the proportion of states which responded “Supportive” or “Very Supportive” to this question.  
Other responses include “Not Sure,” “Strongly Opposed,” “Opposed,” and “Neutral.” 

Note: These figures represent SHEEO perception of their state agency’s positions.

Source: Authors’ survey

Figure 7
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initiatives to support internationalization activities. To gather baseline data about the ways in 
which international education is promoted at the state and system levels, a brief (17-question) 
survey was sent to the state higher education executive officer (SHEEO) in all 50 states. Due to 
the well-documented differences in state higher education governance structures, some survey 
respondents represent state agencies, while others represent comprehensive public systems. 
Since all survey respondents are the state-designated SHEEO, this report treats state agencies 
and system higher education governance as similar state-level groups (see Figure 1). 

Researchers requested information about any statewide initiatives to foster international 
education, partnerships with other state offices with international interests (e.g., the state 
department of commerce), and areas of responsibility for those efforts. State master or 
strategic plans were reviewed to identify the initiatives and strategies (if applicable) that 
were being employed at the system level to promote internationalization. Finally, scholarly 
literature, relevant policy documents, and grey literature (e.g., websites, media reports) were 
analyzed to assess what other information has been published on the topic and related efforts.

Of the 50 surveys sent, 26 states responded, with each region of the country represented. As 
Figure 2 illustrates, the majority of states and public systems in this sample have not, as yet, 
established formal administrative structures to guide and manage internationalization efforts. 
For example, we identified only seven states or systems that have a state- or system-level officer 
for international education. Although only a small number of survey respondents reported 
formal administrative coordination, our survey revealed that many state leaders are supportive 
of higher education internationalization efforts. For example, 79 percent of respondents agreed 
that their state’s higher education executive office is supportive of international education, and 
65 percent believed that their state’s system office support these efforts. 

It is important to note that, regardless of having an international education officer, 40 percent 
of respondents (nine states) agreed that the state system higher education office coordinates 
with the state economic development office on global matters. In Missouri, for example, the 
higher education office works with the Department of Economic Development’s International 
Business Development Group, which has provided technical assistance to members of the 
Study Missouri Consortium. One respondent wrote that marketing materials for the state’s 
higher education sector are on display in international economic development offices in 
other countries. Further, in a number of states including Virginia, New York, and Tennessee, 
greater collaboration between higher education and economic development agencies is being 
explored and formalized. 

 Motivations and actions 

As discussed previously, extant research has identified core state motivations for getting 
involved in internationalization, namely economic development, scaled efficiencies, and 
quality concerns. This baseline survey and analysis of the grey literature has allowed us 
to identify the extent to which states and public systems are intentionally incorporating 
international higher education in their public policy agenda. In other words, what are states 
actually doing? Observed efforts have been synthesized into four themes or pillars of action: 
(1) developing an international higher education policy agenda; (2) strategic planning 

A Four-Pillar Strategy
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and goal setting; (3) international exchanges and study abroad; and (4) collaborative and 
innovative research programs. While they might seem to progress in a certain order—i.e., 
first create an agenda, then create an initiative—states develop their internationalization 
efforts through many pathways. These pillars of action sometimes occur simultaneously and 
differently within each state. 

PILLAR 1: DEVELOPING AN 
INTERNATIONAL HIGHER EDUCATION 
POLICY AGENDA 
State governments typically begin to support internationalization efforts by formally 
recognizing the importance of global higher education to the public mission. This first pillar 
of action takes advantage of a fundamental characteristic of state-level governance: the 
ability to shape and advance important current issues, bringing them to the foreground of 
public discussion. States use policy tools that flow through either their legislative bodies 
or their governor’s office, via an executive agency. Our research found that legislatures 
typically use tools that allow them to encourage rather than mandate, particularly nonbinding 
resolutions, which generally have no force of law. Governor’s offices have often chosen to 
link global higher education to consortia in executive agencies or nonprofit organizations 
designed to emphasize targeted themes, such as economic development or global citizenship. 

 Legislative Resolutions and Gubernatorial Proclamations

As of 2010, there had been at least 29 gubernatorial proclamations related to international 
education; since 2002, 23 state legislatures have passed house, senate, or concurrent 
resolutions to encourage public and private colleges and universities to place a high priority 
on international education (see Table 1). These proclamations and resolutions generally share 
a number of common rationales: the importance of educating globally conscious students, 
the skills required for a global workforce, the scientific gains from collaborative international 
research, the economic contributions of global students to local and state markets, and the 
importance of tourism and foreign trade to state economies. As expressed in New York 
State’s 2009 resolution, “Providing the future leaders … with the broadest possible education 
will significantly impact our national security, foreign policy, economic competitiveness, 
economic revenue and capacity for tolerance.”33 

The actions called for by the resolutions and proclamations vary, with most calling for 
recognition of the importance of international education and encouraging students and faculty 
members to participate in and promote curricular and extracurricular educational activities. 
A few legislatures have pushed a bit further, encouraging higher education institutions to 

33 New York Legislature, State of New York Legislative Resolution Senate No. 879/Assembly No. 313, NAFSA, Association of 
International Educators, 2009, http://tinyurl.com/nzd7lfr; for a complete list of state-level international education resolutions, see 
http://tinyurl.com/kdkpjcf.

STUDY STATES
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Table 2: Study State Organizational Characteristics

Type

Private nonprofit (17)

State Agency (5)

Representation of  
Board Membership

Business (1)

Higher Education (7)

Business and Higher Education (1)

Business and State (1)

State and Higher Education (5)

State, Higher Education, and Business (3)

Funding

Membership (7)

Government Grants (3)

State Agency (5)

Source:  Authors’ analysis

Table 1: States With Resolutions in Support of International Higher Education

Year Passed State

2002 California, Kentucky

2003 Louisiana

2004 Texas (House)

2005 Mississippi, Nevada, Texas (Senate)

2007 Arkansas, Hawaii, Indiana, Minnesota, Montana, Oklahoma, Vermont

2008 Florida, Georgia (Senate),  Illinois, Massachusetts, Missouri (House), New Mexico, Pennsylvania,  
 West Virginia, Wisconsin

2009 Georgia (House), New York

2010 Missouri (concurrent)
Source: NAFSA: Association of International Educators

A Four-Pillar Strategy

STUDY STATES

To date, 25 state government agencies and 
institutions have formed consortia to pool 
resources in order to facilitate international 
partnerships and attract international 
students.  These consortia are often known 
as “Study” plus the name of the state, such 
as “Study New York.”

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce’s International Trade Administration. 
Note: Massachusetts represents Western Massachusetts; Pennsylvania  
represents the cities of Philadelphia and Pittsburgh. 

Figure 8

U.S. Study States
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develop more academic programs with international foci, foreign language components, 
study abroad initiatives, and collaborative scholarly exchanges. Louisiana and West Virginia 
commended the efforts of established respective advisory committees or consortia. New 
Mexico went beyond higher education to include the importance of developing global skills 
in primary and secondary education as well. 

Several resolutions mentioned how these declarations align the state public policy agenda 
with federal initiatives or the efforts of professional associations. The U.S. Departments 
of Education and State sponsor International Education Week, celebrated every November 
since 2000, to increase national awareness of the importance of international education. 
New York and Pennsylvania used their resolutions to recognize the efforts of NAFSA: 
Association of International Educators (formerly known as the National Association of 
Foreign Study Advisors), a professional group of college and university officials developed 
to enhance opportunities for study abroad, participation in scholarly exchange programs, and 
the study of foreign areas and languages. NAFSA includes advocacy as a key component of 
its strategic plan, organizing its efforts around influencing public policy and disseminating 
information about the benefits of international education and exchange. 

 International Education Consortia 

A number of states have also decided to develop their global higher education policy agendas 
using an organizational model promoted by the United States Commercial Service (USCS), 
an agency within the U.S. Department of Commerce. USCS estimates education and training 
to be the fifth-largest services export in the United States, bringing over $22 billion in annual 
revenue. The “Study [your state]” model was developed by the USCS in order to provide 
states with a mechanism to pool resources, brand the education sector in each state, and 
market to students outside of the state, with an emphasis on international students. As of 
2013, there were 25 states operating such programs. Two metropolitan-focused consortia 
have also been established in Philadelphia and Pittsburgh, although there remains no 
statewide effort in Pennsylvania (see Figure 8 on page 15). 

The purpose of these study initiatives is to pool resources of multiple entities to brand the 
education sector in each state and market to students outside of the state, with an emphasis on 
attracting and recruiting international students. These programs can be offered in a variety of 
ways. Maintaining a web presence, including a homepage and a Facebook page, is the most 
common method, but at times these programs recruit overseas as well. Some programs work 
to facilitate campus and faculty collaboration as well as to capitalize on opportunities made 
available by state and federal governments. 

Although the names of these programs are quite similar, they vary from state to state in terms 
of how they are organized. Table 2 describes the Study State organizational characteristics 
by looking at organizational type, board membership affiliation, and funding sources. Of a 
total of 22 Study State groups, with publicly available information, seventeen are private, 
nonprofit organizations, usually incorporated as 501(c)(3)s. However, five are located within 
a state agency, usually the department of higher education or economic development. The 
members of the programs’ boards or executive offices are also divided among representatives 
of state government and higher education and business and industry stakeholders. The 

STUDY STATES
(All data accurate as of
December 2013)

Study Alabama
www.studyalabama.org

Study California
www.studycalifornia.us

California Education and 
Training Consortium 
(ETEC)
www.studycalifornia.org

Study Colorado
www.studycolorado.org

Study Connecticut
www.studyconnecticut.us

Study Georgia
www.studygeorgia.us

Study Hawaii
www.studyhawaii.org

Study Illinois
www.studyillinois.org

Destination Indiana
www.destinationindiana.org

Study Iowa
www.studyiowa.org

Education Kentucky
http://educationkentucky.org/

Study Western 
Massachusetts
www.studywesternmass.org

Study Mississippi
www.studymississippi.org
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majority of the Study State groups have higher education representation on the board, either 
exclusively or in some combination with other executive committees membership from state 
government or business. Two Study State groups have no higher education representation at 
all: one group is comprised exclusively of membership from the business community while 
the other group combines state government and business membership. Funding sources tend 
to be derived from membership dues. Programs that are located within state agencies are 
funded publicly, although a handful of nonprofit organizations also receive public funding 
through government grants. 

Most Study State programs are membership based, where the members are dues-paying 
higher education institutions. They often involve both the public and private sectors, including 
colleges, universities, and other educational training facilities. To date, most Study State 
initiatives engage with four-year colleges and universities although there is a growing number—
such as Study Maine, Study Iowa, and Study Washington—that include community colleges 
and high schools. This development reflects a growing trend in the internationalization of 
community colleges as well as growth strategies for high schools in very rural districts that are 
looking to offset declining enrollments by recruiting high school students from other countries. 

Engaging the business community in these efforts is becoming an increasingly common 
practice of Study State initiatives. The engagement and involvement of commercial interests 
underscores state-level interest in economic development through internationalization. 
Study Maine, for example, was developed by the Maine International Trade Center 
(MITC), which bills itself as the state’s leading source for business assistance. The Study 
Pittsburgh! Campaign of the GlobalPittsburgh Education Partnership (GPEP) was formed 
in 2010 by GlobalPittsburgh, an organization originally created to improve the international 
competitiveness of the region by developing long-term relationships between cultural, 
educational, business, and political leaders in the Greater Pittsburgh region and their 
counterparts around the world. In Colorado, the state’s Office of Economic Development and 
International Trade worked with the business community to advise on strategy and support 
the launch of the Study Colorado program.

There is greater variation still in how the consortia are administered. Some programs, such 
as Study Alabama and Study Virginia, are administered by organizations that promote 
international higher education. Study New York is coordinated through the Department of 
Economic Development, which points to the critical intersection between higher education 
and economic interests. Study Oregon is coordinated out of the Business Oregon office, 
which is the economic development agency for the state. Study Iowa is similar to Study 
Maine in its composition but is unique in that it is managed by the Iowa Resource for 
International Service (IRIS)—a nonprofit organization that also coordinates professional 
exchange programs and youth development opportunities. Study Iowa is but one initiative 
organized by IRIS, which brings “students, journalists, business people, educators, and 
government leaders to Iowa from Africa, Central and Eastern Europe and Asia.”34 Despite 
their varying structures, these initiatives serve as effective marketing tools for the respective 
states both to potential students and, in Iowa’s case, investors. 

34 Iowa Resource for International Service, Partnering to Strengthen Iowa’s Communities, 2014, http://iris.iris-center.org/Home.html.

A Four-Pillar Strategy

STUDY STATES
(All data accurate as of
December 2013)

Study Missouri
www.studymissouri.net

Study New Jersey
www.studynewjersey.us

Study New York
www.studynewyork.us

Study North Carolina
www.studynorthcarolina.us

Study North Dakota
www.studynorthdakota.com

Study Oregon
www.studyoregon.com

Study Philadelphia
http://www.
onebigcampus.com/

Study Pittsburgh
www.studypittsburgh.org

Study Rhode Island
http://www.
visitrhodeisland.com/
make-plans/study-rhode-
island/

Study Texas
www.studytexas.us

Study Virginia
www.studyvirginia.org

Study Washington
www.studywashington.org

Study West Virginia
www.studywv.org

Study Wisconsin
www.studywisconsin.org
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PILLAR 2: STRATEGIC PLANNING  
AND GOAL SETTING
As George Keller once noted, “design [is] better than drift.”35 With this idea in mind, in 
recent decades higher education institutions and systems have incorporated more formal 
management practices to guide implementation of their academic missions. For example, 
strategic or master plans have begun to reflect new internationalization agendas. Re-
evaluating a formal organizational mission or incorporating new dimensions into a strategic 
plan represents a complex undertaking in public higher education, given the myriad 
stakeholders involved: State gubernatorial agendas or other executive agency master plans, 
accreditation agencies, federal agencies, and regional corporate stakeholders, not to mention 
local faculty governance, all play active roles in shaping strategic plans.36 

Only recently have state- and system-level strategic plans begun to reflect international 
engagements. In our survey of state-level officials,37 of the 26 respondents, seven affirmed 
that their strategic plan includes an international education component. Fifteen stated that 
their strategic plan did not reference international education, while four stated that their state 
does not currently have a strategic plan for higher education. 

These findings are consistent with the results of a previous analysis of 70 economic impact 
reports written by colleges and universities between 2001 and 2011.38 Higher education 
institutions produce these reports to provide systematic measurements of their impact on 
regional and/or state economic activity beyond their core mission of educating the citizenry. 
These impact reports became increasingly important after the recessions of the 1980s and 
1990s, when cutbacks to state funding for higher education lingered, even once economies 
bounced back.39 The importance of demonstrating colleges and universities as economic 
drivers only grew following the great recession of 2008.40 Colleges use these reports to 
demonstrate the value added to the state by investing in the higher education sector. Looking 
across these 70 reports, about half mention the importance of international activities, but few 
provide concrete measurements or evaluations, suggesting that institutions have not focused 
on measuring/evaluating the impact of their international education activities. 

That said, higher education systems across the country are promoting a number of key 
initiatives to produce more globally savvy graduates. The first is an expansion of study abroad 
opportunities to ensure that all students who wish to participate in a study abroad program 

35 G. Keller, Academic Strategy: The Management Revolution in American Higher Education (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins  
University Press, 1983), 118.
36 Hendrickson et al., Academic Leadership and Governance of Higher Education: A Guide for Trustees, Leaders, and Aspiring 
Leaders of Two- and Four-Year Institutions, Chapter 15.
37 See page 13 (in Section 1, which describes survey)
38 Lane and Owens, “The International Dimensions of Economic Development.”
39 D. Boyd, The State Fiscal Crisis and Higher Education (Albany, NY: Rockefeller Institute of Government, 2002), http://tinyurl.
com/n6mfpzl.
40 Lane and Johnstone, Universities and Colleges as Economic Drivers.
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have the opportunity to do so. The Colorado State University (CSU) system, for example, 
expects that one of every four CSU students will have an international learning experience by 
2015, in part through the development of new funding mechanisms for students wishing to 
study abroad, including creative fundraising initiatives, capital campaigns, and federal grants.41  

As many college students do not participate in study abroad due to the cost, a commitment to 
financial support is a key component of such expansion efforts. To its credit, the University 
System of Georgia now supports five direct aid programs to increase study abroad, exchange, 
and international internship programs. The Students Abroad with Regents’ Support (STARS) 
program funds pre-study employment, program assistantships, and travel grants and must 
be matched by institutional dollars. Georgia residents who have been awarded a HOPE 
Scholarship, the state merit-based financial aid program, can also apply that funding toward a 
study abroad experience to help defray the cost.

Recognizing that not all students will have the means or the desire to study overseas, 
strategic plans consistently encourage member institutions to develop campus-based 
programs that promote diversity and expose students to foreign cultures, such as 
incorporating global themes into existing coursework and increasing foreign language 
offerings. The University of North Carolina’s (UNC) Long Range Plan (2004-2009) not only 
called for an increase in student participation in study abroad programs but an expansion of 
coursework and programs that enhance students’ knowledge of the world.42 To facilitate such 
efforts, each campus in the UNC system has established a unit dedicated to international 
education and ancillary activities while the UNC General Administration provides 
coordination and support for all system programs. Similarly, although most international 
education initiatives in Georgia occur at the campus level, a number of services provided 
by the University System of Georgia (USG) help to promote institutional efforts to graduate 
globally conscious students. Such initiatives include increased course offerings, degree 
programs, and certificates in international fields and strengthened foreign language offerings 
through a six-year federal grant used to improve technology applications.

Fostering cooperation and leveraging resources can be powerful tools for system offices. 
Centralized system offices can support institutional efforts by acting as a clearinghouse for 
best practices and providing expertise to campus-based officers seeking to expand curricular 
offerings and/or develop campus-wide internationalization programs. The University System 
of Georgia, for example, assists campuses with admissions and residency policies, visa 
requirements, faculty development, and risk management and ethics guidelines. System 
offices can also support the development of international partnerships. Employing such a 
strategy, the Colorado State University system has begun to develop relationships in four 
regions and with 20 key institutional partners to create faculty research partnerships that will 
further globalize the education experience for its students. 

41 Colorado State University System, Strategic Directions: Colorado State University Strategic Plan, 2006-2015, 2012, http://tinyurl.
com/nknus9n.
42 University of North Carolina Board of Governors, Long Range Plan, 2004-2009 (Durham: University of North Carolina, 2004).
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State

US

NY

OR

MO

TX

ME

NC

TN

AL

NH

PA

IL

MA

AZ

DE

KS

KY

MN

MT

ND

NE

NV

OH

RI

VA

WA

WY

Number of 
Initiatives1

N/A

5

5

4

4

3

3

3

2

2

2

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Overall
Enrollment2

20,625,000

1,318,142

259,061

456,997

1,564,387

72,297

585,013

350,275

318,686

77,444

787,789

892,881

508,554

796,986

56,516

216,662

293,766

457,752

54,042

55,772

142,875

121,013

735,026

84,644

588,465

372,841

38,092

Foreign 

Students3

764,495

82,436

9,896

16,061

61,511

1,250

13,770

7,004

6,450

2,912

33,398

35,920

41,258

12,738

3,754

9,277

5,787

12,735

1,323

3,182

4,372

2,551

26,427

5,054

15,169

20,198

1,072

Foreign 
Students, Share  

of Overall 
Enrollment

3.7%

6.3%

3.8%

3.5%

3.9%

1.7%

2.4%

2.0%

2.0%

3.8%

4.2%

4.0%

8.1%

1.6%

6.6%

4.3%

2.0%

2.8%

2.4%

5.7%

3.1%

2.1%

3.6%

6.0%

2.6%

5.4%

2.8%

U.S. Students  
Abroad3

273,996

23,916

3,676

4,650

12,216

1,375

9,958

4,865

2,479

1,740

17,997

9,627

13,984

3,481

1,544

2,471

3,366

8,885

513

469

1,643

821

11,264

2,909

8,283

5,997

416

Foreign 
Students, % 
Change From 

Last Year3

5.7%

4.5%

10.8%

6.3%

-0.2%

7.9%

7.4%

9.5%

1.7%

10.9%

9.5%

6.4%

6.6%

11.8%

-1.9%

-1.2%

13.2%

5.3%

1.7%

2.4%

4.2%

-8.7%

7.0%

2.9%

0.8%

13.4%

-1.4%

Foreign 
Student, 

Economic 
Impact, 

Millions $3

$21,807.00

$2,584.90

$304.90

$417.80

$1,355.50

$40.50

$338.40

$212.90

$135.60

$96.30

$1,076.60

$1,003.90

$1,489.10

$321.40

$104.80

$204.20

$137.10

$319.20

$34.60

$65.00

$98.20

$69.90

$717.20

$191.20

$405.40

$533.80

$20.30

1. Initiatives include internationalization in a state master plan, the duties of state-level officer, subsidies, establishing 
   a Study State program, or passing a resolution, reported spring 2012. 

2. Fall 2011 Enrollment data Table 242 Digest of Education Statistics 2012, NCES. 

3. Mobility data represent AY 2011-12, Open Doors 2012, IIE.

Table 3: State Internationalization Initiatives, 
Higher Education Enrollments, and Student Mobility, 2011-12
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PILLAR 3: INTERNATIONAL 
EXCHANGES AND STUDY ABROAD
Although very few state systems set explicit study abroad goals in their strategic plans, 
state and system leaders are interested in increasing the flow of students across borders. 
This interest usually manifests itself as an increase in the promotion and branding of the 
state’s system of higher education, but some states go even further in developing state-
level and system-level student exchange programs. Student exchanges contribute to the 
internationalization of a college campus and help prepare a globally competitive workforce 
by providing domestic students with exposure to global cultures. Students representing 
diverse opinions and backgrounds in the classroom, as well as in co-curricular experiences, 
can lead to greater intercultural appreciation and understanding among domestic students. 
As is often noted, intercultural appreciation goes both ways. International students bring 
their experiences back home after their studies have ended. Meanwhile, domestic students 
who study abroad may expand their knowledge of the world and their ability to engage 
in professional and personal international experiences in the future. Moreover, there is 
also an economic benefit as foreign students who study in the United States bring in new 
dollars to local economies in the form of tuition, fees, living expenses, transportation, 
and entertainment.43 States increasingly leverage the potential of a system approach to 
encouraging study abroad through coordinating resources across campuses.44 

Table 3 provides an overview of higher education internationalization efforts in each of the 
26 states that responded to our survey. For each state, we indicate the number of state-level 
initiatives focused on international higher education that were identified through our survey. 
This table also lists overall higher education enrollments as well as size and type of student 
mobility through the colleges and universities in each state. States that report a larger number 
of internationalization efforts also tend to have larger number of foreign student enrollments, 
U.S. students abroad, or positive growth in numbers of year-to-year enrollments.   

States, primarily through system-level offices, coordinate such internationalization efforts in 
several ways. The first, and seemingly most common, approach is for state systems to form 
partnerships with individual institutions abroad. In these instances, a state system develops a 
formal articulation agreement that allows students studying at any one of a public system’s 
institutions to attend a foreign institution while paying tuition and fees only to the home campus. 

The state of Maine, for example, participates in two major system-level exchange programs: 

43 See NAFSA: Association of International Educators, “The International Student Economic Value Tool,” 2014, http://tinyurl.com/
p3jafrt.
44 N. Zimpher, “Systemness: Unpacking the Value of Higher Education Systems,” in Higher Education Systems 3.0: Harnessing 
Systemness, Delivering Performance, ed. J. E. Lane and D. B. Johnstone (Albany, NY: State University of New York Press, 2013), 
27-44.
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Partnership Maine-France (PMF) and the George J. Mitchell Peace Scholarship. PMF, which 
facilitates the exchange of both students and faculty members, is a collaboration between 
the University of Maine System (UMS) and eight French institutions: University of Angers, 
University of Maine in Le Mans, University of Nantes, University of Western Brittany, Le 
Mans Fine Art School, the Teacher Formation Institute for the Lille Region and for the Loire 
Region, and Theories-Didactique de la Lecture-Ecriture (THÉODILE, an interdisciplinary 
research group focused on the teaching of reading and writing). The agreement, inked in 
October 2005, allows students from Maine to study and participate in internship and research 
opportunities in France and for French students to study in Maine. Outbound students are 
responsible for tuition charges and mandatory fees at their home institution only and must 
provide for their own living, travel, and personal expenses while in their host country. The 
George J. Mitchell Peace Scholarship is a national student exchange program between the 
United States and Ireland open to students of both UMS and the Maine Community College 
System (MCCS). UMS scholarship recipients attend the University College Cork of the 
National University of Ireland and MCCS students attend the Cork Institute of Technology. 
The UMS and MCCS each award annually one full-year scholarship or two semester-long 
scholarships, with recipients being named George J. Mitchell Scholars. 

In 2008, Chile and the University of California (UC) system signed an agreement to establish 
the Chile-California Program on Human Capital Development.45 This program, which 
builds on a decades-old relationship between Chile and the state of California, provides 
Chilean students with the opportunity to attend master’s and doctoral programs at any of 
the campuses within the UC system. The student’s education is paid for by the Chilean 
Bicentennial Fund for Human Capital Development. The joint agreement also provides a 
framework for joint research projects between Chilean and UC scholars. 

In North Carolina, the UNC Exchange Program (UNCEP) is recognized by the Board of 
Governors of the University of North Carolina as the official system-wide student exchange 
program. With relationships in 10 countries and at dozens of colleges and universities, the 
program also allows students to pay tuition and fees to their home institution, where most 
federal or state financial aid can be applied. As a multi-institutional exchange program, 
UNCEP serves as a complement to the bilateral agreements made by individual UNC 
campuses and allows for semester (including summer), academic year, or calendar year study 
abroad programs. Since an international student takes the place of the UNC student traveling 
abroad, domestic students at the home institution also benefit from UNCEP, making these 
exchange programs a very valuable internationalization effort.

45 U.S. Department of State, Chile-California: A Partnership for the Twenty-First Century, 2014, http://tinyurl.com/luy9lax.
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PILLAR 4: COLLABORATIVE 
AND INNOVATIVE RESEARCH 
PROGRAMS
In addition to attracting international students to study at their colleges and universities, 
some states have created programs that foster research and innovation by recruiting high-
skilled immigrants, connecting researchers and companies with international networks, 
and harnessing university assets to help build relationships with developing nations. In 
addition to promoting domestic business growth, global initiatives emphasize international 
cooperation and cross-border partnerships to address economic, health, and environmental 
issues at home and abroad. Although there may be an educational component to such 
programs, they are typically oriented toward training business leaders who aspire to trade or 
provide their services globally.

The Global Michigan Initiative (GMI) is a state-level economic competitiveness strategy that 
recognizes the significant contributions of immigrants to a state’s economic development 
and prosperity. Launched in 2011, the GMI is a cooperative effort between the Michigan 
Department of Civil Rights and the Michigan Economic Development Corporation “to find 
new ways to encourage more highly educated immigrants and former Michiganders with 
advanced degrees to come to Michigan to work and live.”46 Despite no formal link to the 
state’s colleges and universities, the program homepage recognizes the importance of the 
efforts made by the member institutions of Michigan’s University Research Corridor, which 
encouraged tech transfer and business startups and the need for highly skilled talent.

Global Washington, by comparison, was formed not to improve the economic condition of 
the state, but rather focused on efforts in developing nations, providing a perfect platform 
for internationally oriented initiatives. A membership organization composed of nonprofits, 
foundations, businesses, academic institutions, and corporations, Global Washington is 
a catalyst for strengthening the global development sector. Thanks to contributions from 
parents, educators, and business leaders from across the state, the Global Education 
Initiative was launched in March 2011 to fill what was considered at the time to be a serious 
shortcoming in Washington—the lack of a comprehensive commitment to global education. 
Following a summit of key stakeholders in November 2011, six recommendations were 
made to guide the development of a comprehensive approach to global education: (1) build 
statewide support for global education in grades P-12 and higher education; (2) identify  
and promote best practices in global education in grades P-12 and higher education;  
(3) increase second language learning in grades P-12 and higher education; (4) prepare 
globally competent P-12 teachers; (5) increase global engagement in higher education;  
and (6) build strong partnerships between global development and global education. 

46 NAFSA: Association of International Educators, “Michigan Launches Global Michigan Initiative to Attract Immigrants with 
Advanced Degrees,” 2011, http://tinyurl.com/mk3wo2l.
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Such ventures need not even be statewide, as is evidenced by GlobalPittsburgh. Established 
over 50 years ago to promote Pittsburgh-area businesses, GlobalPittsburgh launched the 
Educational Partnership in an effort to connect more international students with regional 
businesses, cultural assets, and communities. Through a memorandum of understanding 
signed in October 2012 between GlobalPittsburgh and the U.S. Department of Commerce, 
the USCS Pittsburgh office supports the GlobalPittsburgh Education Partnership, a 
consortium of universities and educational programs, to help increase regional colleges’  
and universities’ international exposure. 

The California Education and Training Export Consortium (ETEC) is an example of a 
regional initiative that offers education and training services to international students and 
professionals. A partnership project between the U.S. Department of Commerce International 
Trade Administration and the Riverside Community College Center for International Trade 
Development, the ETEC works with education service providers as well as government 
and international partners to match the training and education needs of international clients 
with the right providers; develop nontraditional channels for marketing education services 
internationally; and provide a network for collaboration among business, education, 
and government to more successfully respond to international training and education 
opportunities. The organization also assists members with international marketing of 
distinguished and specialty programs by providing assistance in strengthening existing 
marketing efforts and generating additional word-of-mouth advertising.

WAYS FORWARD
This report chronicles the changing relationship between higher education and state 
governments in the area of internationalization. Historically, states have been ambivalent, if 
not outright hostile, toward the international engagements of their colleges and universities. 
However, as governments and economies have become more interconnected, states have 
had to become more internationally engaged. Indeed, many have already set up offices to 
help facilitate international trade and attract foreign direct investment. It has been unclear, 
however, how these growing international efforts have affected the relationship between the 
state and its colleges and universities. 

Public colleges and universities are probably among the most internationally engaged entities 
funded by a state. These institutions tend to have relationships in dozens of countries. They 
facilitate a constant flow of student and scholar exchanges, building goodwill between 
their state and other nations. At times, the reputation of college or university brings new 
attention to and awareness of the community in which it operates. And, in some cases, these 
institutions even operate physical locations in foreign countries. It would seem, therefore, 
that higher education would be a natural partner for states that are looking to expand 
their international engagements. And, yet, very little is known about state government 
collaborations with colleges and universities in the area of internationalization. 
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What we uncovered through this research is that state engagement with higher education in  
this area is not broad based. Rather, it occurs in four very focused areas: (1) developing  
an international higher education policy agenda; (2) strategic planning and goal setting;  
(3) international exchanges and study abroad; and (4) collaborative and innovative research 
programs. An important—and positive—aspect of these approaches is that the states tend not 
to provide top-down directives. Instead, they develop a vision, and at times offer resources, 
to support various initiatives in which institutions can engage if they so choose. In fact, some 
of the efforts have been approached from the perspective of how the state can support higher 
education’s work in this area instead of how higher education can support the needs of the state. 

Moving forward, states will only become more internationally engaged as their economic 
success is more and more tied to economic realities outside their borders and those of 
the United States. To this end, some states are likely to realize the assets that exist within 
higher education to bolster their international efforts, and there will be increasing questions 
about what higher education institutions can do to support states in these areas—similar to 
questions being posed about how colleges and universities can act as economic drivers in the 
domestic context. With this future in mind, higher education leaders would be well served 
to begin to consider such engagements so as to guide these coming discussions rather than 
allow them to be driven by their state leadership.

A Four-Pillar Strategy
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STATE SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

State State Revenues 
per FTE

State and Tuition 
Revenues per FTE

Maine $6,339 $14,325

U.S. Average $6,290 $11,016

Source: NCHEMS Information Center

Higher Education Finance

Sector Colleges & 
Universities

Total  
Enrollment

Undergraduate 
Enrollment

Graduate 
Enrollment

Share of Total 
Enrollment

Public 15 50,270 46,007 4,263 69%

Private not-for-profit 15 21,121 15,668 5,453 29%

Private for-profit 3 1,504 1,493 11 2%

Total 33 72,895 63,168 9,727

Degree-Granting Colleges and Universities, Enrollment 2012

Higher Education & International Trade State Governance

State Higher Education Executive Officer: University of Maine System

State International Economic Development Agency: Maine Department of Economic and Community Development;  
 Maine International Trade Center

Public Higher Education Governance: University of Maine System

Private Higher Education Coordination: None

Source: Education Commission of the States Postsecondary Governance Structures Database

Source: IPEDS

APPENDIX:  
MAINE Case Study
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Study Abroad, Maine & U.S. 2005/06, 2009/10

Top 5 Places of International Origin, Maine

International Students, Maine & U.S. 1959/60 thru 2010/11

Economic Impact of International Students, 
Select Years, in Thousands of Dollars

State State Revenues 
per FTE

State and Tuition 
Revenues per FTE

Maine $6,339 $14,325

U.S. Average $6,290 $11,016

Source: NCHEMS Information Center
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Source: Open Doors Fact 

Sheets by U.S. State: 2011 Source: Institute of International Education Open Doors

State 2000/01 2005/06 2010/11

Maine 24,188 34,738 36,623
U.S. Total 11,046,088 13,491,404 20,232,000

INTERNATIONAL TRENDS

*  CAGR = Compound Annual Growth Rate 
fr om 1959/60 to 2010/11

*  CAGR = Compound Annual Growth Rate 
from 2005/06 to 2009/10

U.S. TotalState Total

State Total U.S. Total
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Pillar 1: Developing an international policy agenda

STUDY MAINE
• The Maine International Trade Center (MITC) created the Study Maine initiative in 2009, in 

order to proactively market the state’s educational institutions to students worldwide. There are 
currently 15 member institutions from all across Maine, at both the high school and university 
levels (Maine International Trade Center 2011).

• Offers services to member institutions at both the high school and university levels  
(Maine International Trade Center): 

• Promotion directly to students, parents, and agents through the StudyMaine.net web portal.
• Joint marketing at international student and education events.
• Seminars and training on key issues affecting international education.
• Co-membership in the MITC.

Pillar 2: Strategic planning and goal setting

• According to the response provided by the Maine representative to the State and System-
Level Policy Approaches to Internationalization Survey conducted by the Rockefeller 
Institute of Government, the University of Maine System plans to “recruit between 100 and 
200 additional international students by 2014.” 

• To enhance diversity initiatives, increase international enrollments, and mitigate exchange 
rate barriers, all Canadian students (graduate and undergraduate) from all provinces can 
be charged up to 175% of the in-state tuition rate.

STATE GOVERNMENT ENGAGEMENT
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Pillar 3: International exchanges and study abroad

George J. Mitchell Peace Scholarship 

• The George J. Mitchell Peace Scholarship honors the Northern Ireland peace accord brokered by 
Senator Mitchell between the governments and peoples of Ireland and the United Kingdom. The 
accord was reached on Good Friday, April 10, 1998, and accepted by vote of the citizens of Ireland 
and Northern Ireland on May 22, 1998. 

• The MCCS and the UMS will each award one full scholarship or two one-semester scholarships 
per year. Each student selected for this exchange will be named a George J. Mitchell Scholar.

• The 2012-2013 academic year partner institutions: the University College Cork of the National 
University of Ireland (UMS students) and Cork Institute of Technology (MCCS Students). 

Pillar 4: Collaborative and innovative research programs

Partnership Maine-France (PMF) 
• This partnership offers the opportunity for UMS students to study and to participate in internship and 

research opportunities and for French students to study in Maine. It also offers the opportunity for 
UMS faculty to teach and/or to participate in travel seminars, lead student trips, engage in collaborative 
research and creative activity, attend colloquia, and participate in a wide range of other professional 
opportunities in France, and for French faculty to engage in teaching, research, creative activity, and other 
professional development opportunities in Maine. 

• Umbrella agreement signed in October 2005. 

• French partner institutions: University of Angers, University of Maine in Le Mans, University of Nantes, 
University of Western Brittany, the Teacher Formation Institute for the Lille Region, the Teacher Formation 
Institute for the Loire Region, Théories-Didactique de la Lecture-Ecriture (THÉODILE) (an Interdisciplinary 
Research Group focused on the teaching of reading and writing), Le Mans Fine Arts School. 

APPENDIX: MAINE Case Study
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STATE SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

APPENDIX:  
NEW YORK Case Study

State State Revenues 
per FTE

State and Tuition 
Revenues per FTE

New York $8,686 $12,871

U.S. Average $6,290 $11,016

Source: NCHEMS Information Center

Higher Education Finance

Sector Colleges & 
Universities

Total  
Enrollment

Undergraduate 
Enrollment

Graduate 
Enrollment

Share of Total 
Enrollment

Public 79 723,286 653,765 69,521 55%

Private not-for-profit 177 535,665 368,835 166,830 41%

Private for-profit 47 52,036 49,432 2,604 4%

Total

Source: IPEDS

303 1,310,987 1,072,032 238,955

Degree-Granting Colleges and Universities, Enrollment 2012

Higher Education & International Trade State Governance

State Higher Education Executive Officer: New York State Education Department, Office of Higher Education

State International Economic Development Agency: Empire State Development , International Division

Public Higher Education Governance: City University of New York; State University of New York

Private Higher Education Coordination: Commission on Independent Colleges and Universities

Source: Education Commission of the States Postsecondary Governance Structures Database
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Study Abroad, New York & U.S. 2005/06, 2009/10

Top 5 Places of International Origin, New York

International Students, New York & U.S. 1959/60 thru 2010/11

Economic Impact of International Students, 
Select Years, in Thousands of Dollars

State State Revenues 
per FTE

State and Tuition 
Revenues per FTE

New York $8,686 $12,871

U.S. Average $6,290 $11,016

Source: NCHEMS Information Center
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Sheets by U.S. State: 2011 Source: Institute of International Education Open Doors

State 2000/01 2005/06 2010/11

New York 1,272,977 1,786,324 2,431,315
U.S. Total 11,046,088 13,491,404 20,232,000

INTERNATIONAL TRENDS

*  CAGR = Compound Annual Growth Rate 
fr om 1959/60 to 2010/11

*  CAGR = Compound Annual Growth Rate 
from 2006/06 to 2009/10

U.S. TotalState Total

State Total U.S. Total
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Pillar 1: Developing an international policy agenda

• 2011. Governor proclamation International Education Week. 

• Board of Regents has issued charters to 16 institutions of higher education outside of  
the U.S. 

• Parts 50.1 and 54 of the Regulations of the Commissioner of Education regulate off-
campus instruction intended to assure quality standards. 

• SUNY has initiated a system-wide oversight and approval process for all credit-bearing 
activities that take place outside of NY. 

Pillar 2: Strategic planning and goal setting

• Statewide Plan is made up of the master plans of SUNY, CUNY, and independent and 
proprietary colleges. Examples of internationalization within each system are customarily 
included in the plan.

• 2009. SUNY Strategic Plan includes SUNY and the World: “nurture a culturally fluent,  
cross-national mindset and put it to work improving New York’s global competitiveness.” 

• CICU Higher Ed: A Global Currency seeks to establish a permanent global presence via  
(1) partnerships with international institutions; (2) international “branch” campuses;  
and (3) distance education.” 

STATE GOVERNMENT ENGAGEMENT
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Pillar 3: International exchanges and study abroad

• 2011. SUNY established a 5-year target to increase international enrollment from 18,000 
to 32,000–allowing for creation a Global Reinvestment Fund to provide study abroad 
scholarships and faculty grants.

• Global UCosmic consortium to develop open-source, cloud-based solutions to 
comprehensively map global engagement in partnership with the Institute of International 
Education, The College Board, and 10 other universities from around the world. 

• SUNY South Korea, an international branch campus, was started in 2012. This is the first  
branch of a U.S. institution in South Korea and is designed to allow each SUNY institution to 
offer its own degree programs.

Pillar 4: Collaborative and innovative research programs

• 2009. Study New York: “position New York State as the destination of choice for students from 
around the world, thereby improving the visibility and global competitiveness of the state’s 
institutions of higher learning and expanding the state’s services exports.”

• CUNY provides centralized programming and services for international students and scholars 
including the upcoming “Navigating Careers in the Global Economy Conference.” 

• The Center for Collaborative Online International Learning (COIL) established to provide Internet-
mediated collaborative learning opportunities at one or more institutions internationally.

APPENDIX: NEW YORK Case Study
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STATE SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

State State Revenues 
per FTE

State and Tuition 
Revenues per FTE

Oregon $4,427 $10,145

U.S. Average $6,290 $11,016

Source: NCHEMS Information Center

Higher Education Finance

Sector Colleges & 
Universities

Total  
Enrollment

Undergraduate 
Enrollment

Graduate 
Enrollment

Share of Total 
Enrollment

Public 26 212,310 194,691 17,619 83%

Private not-for-profit 24 33,370 21,722 11,648 13%

Private for-profit 15 9,015 8,781 234 4%

Total

Source: IPEDS

65 254,695 225,194 29,501

Degree-Granting Colleges and Universities, Enrollment 2012

Higher Education & International Trade State Governance

State Higher Education Executive Officer: Oregon University System

State International Economic Development Agency: Oregon Business Development Commission; Small Business  
 International Trade Office

Public Higher Education Governance: Oregon University System; Institutional governing boards

Private Higher Education Coordination: Oregon Independent Colleges Association 

Source: Education Commission of the States Postsecondary Governance Structures Database

APPENDIX:  
OREGON Case Study
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Study Abroad, Oregon & U.S. 2005/06, 2009/10

Top 5 Places of International Origin, Oregon

International Students, Oregon & U.S. 1959/60 thru 2010/11

Economic Impact of International Students, 
Select Years, in Thousands of Dollars

State State Revenues 
per FTE

State and Tuition 
Revenues per FTE

Oregon $4,427 $10,145

U.S. Average $6,290 $11,016

Source: NCHEMS Information Center
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CAGR 7.46%
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Source: Open Doors Fact 

Sheets by U.S. State: 2011 Source: Institute of International Education Open Doors

State 2000/01 2005/06 2010/11

Oregon 614,952 891,384 1,367,948
U.S. Total 11,046,088 13,491,404 20,232,000

INTERNATIONAL TRENDS

*  CAGR = Compound Annual Growth Rate 
from 1959/60 to 2010/11

*  CAGR = Compound Annual Growth Rate 
from 2005/06 to 2009/10

U.S. TotalState Total

State Total U.S. Total
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Pillar 1: Developing an international policy agenda

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION WEEK 
November 14-18, 2011

• 2011. Proclamation signed by Governor John A. Kitzhaber, MD.

• “In observance of the many important contributions international education makes to our 
nation’s peace and prosperity.” 

• Notes the importance of global interconnectedness and the need to be more culturally 
aware, especially for the young people of the State of Oregon.

• Oregon University Ssytem held a series of workshops during this week, on topics 
including traveling abroad, employment opportunities for international students, and  
visa information.

Pillar 2: Strategic planning and goal setting

• A provost-appointed University Internationalization Strategies Council, co-led by the 
Associate Provost for International Programs, convened in fall 2013 and is producing a 
report with recommendations for OSU international engagement.

• Asia Strategy: In April 2013, a 14-person delegation, which included President Ray and 
Beth Ray along with the deans, associate deans, and faculty members from OSU, traveled 
to South Korea, Taiwan, and Thailand to develop relationships with key partner institutions 
and host international alumni receptions. Key outcomes: Promoted academic collaboration 
with top-ranking partner universities in the five countries; identified alumni leaders; 
developed social network presence; and helped build the OSU brand internationally.

STATE GOVERNMENT ENGAGEMENT
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Pillar 3: International exchanges and study abroad

OREGON ABROAD

• Promotes educational exchange for current students at Oregon University Systems institutions.

• Partners in China, Denmark, Australia, Korea, Ecuador, England, France, Germany, Japan, Mexico, 
Spain, Thailand, and Tunisia

• Students are considered enrolled at their home institution while abroad; credits count  
toward degree.

• Provides opportunities for faculty to go abroad with partner institutions.

Pillar 4: Collaborative and innovative research programs

IE3 – GLOBAL INTERNSHIPS

• Established in 1996–has placed more than 1,500 students in 82 countries.

• IE3 provides students with internship placements, an orientation, health insurance, and support  
via a mentor. 

• Allows students to earn credit from their home campuses while participating in a professional 
internship abroad.

• Students must be at least juniors or enrolled in post-baccalaureate work and in good academic 
standing to apply to the program.

• Earn 1 credit for every 30 hours of work; may have to prepare presentations upon return. 

APPENDIX: OREGON Case Study
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STATE SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

State State Revenues 
per FTE

State and Tuition 
Revenues per FTE

Texas $6,721 $10,761

U.S. Average $6,290 $11,016

Source: NCHEMS Information Center

Higher Education Finance

Sector Colleges & 
Universities

Total  
Enrollment

Undergraduate 
Enrollment

Graduate 
Enrollment

Share of Total 
Enrollment

Public 108 1,347,860 1,210,112 137,748 88%

Private not-for-profit 63 136,125 99,491 36,634 9%

Private for-profit 100 56,313 53,249 3,064 4%

Total

Source: IPEDS

271 1,540,298 1,362,852 177,446

Degree-Granting Colleges and Universities, Enrollment 2012

Higher Education & International Trade State Governance

State Higher Education Executive Officer: Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board (THECB)

State International Economic Development Agency: Economic Development & Tourism, International Business Recruitment

Public Higher Education Governance: 10 statutory university governing boards; 1 technical college  
 system; independent community college districts

Private Higher Education Coordination: Independent Colleges and Universities of Texas

Source: Education Commission of the States Postsecondary Governance Structures Database

APPENDIX:  
TEXAS Case Study
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Study Abroad, Texas & U.S. 2005/06, 2009/10

Top 5 Places of International Origin, Texas

International Students, Texas & U.S. 1959/60 thru 2010/11

Economic Impact of International Students, 
Select Years, in Thousands of Dollars

State State Revenues 
per FTE

State and Tuition 
Revenues per FTE

Texas $6,721 $10,761

U.S. Average $6,290 $11,016

Source: NCHEMS Information Center
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Sheets by U.S. State: 2011 Source: Institute of International Education Open Doors

State 2000/01 2005/06 2010/11

Texas 614,952 891,384 1,367,948
U.S. Total 11,046,088 13,491,404 20,232,000

INTERNATIONAL TRENDS

*  CAGR = Compound Annual Growth Rate  
from 1959/60 to 2010/11

*  CAGR = Compound Annual Growth Rate  
from 2005/06 to 2009/10
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Pillar 1: Developing an international policy agenda

• 2004. H.R. Resolution No. 143 commits the State to the support and encouragement of 
international education to ensure that students and future leaders are prepared to meet 
challenges of a global society.

• 2005. Senate Resolution No. 532 acknowledges the importance of international education and 
encourages Texas institutions of higher education to meet the challenges of a global society.

• 2010. Governor of Texas issues a proclamation in support of International Education Week 
attesting to the value of international education through which Texans are introduced to 
different languages, cultures, and global issues.

Pillar 2: Strategic planning and goal setting

• 1990. “Partners on a Rising Curve: Higher Education for International Competence and 
Competitiveness” is released by the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board with 
specific action items recommended to meet the recognized need for globalizing higher 
education.

• 2001. A report of the Special Committee on Globalization and Higher Education releases 
“Globalizing Texas Higher Education for the New Century,” which recommends increased 
state aid, matching fund programs, and the creation of a foreign language task force.

• The University of Texas System Strategic Plan 2006-2015 sets the goal that anybody in the 
system who wishes will have an international experience.

STATE GOVERNMENT ENGAGEMENT
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Pillar 3: International exchanges and study abroad

• Reciprocal Education Exchange Program: allows Texans to pay in-state tuition but study at a  
foreign institution.

• Good Neighbor Scholarship Program: stimulates enrollment of Latin American students at  
Texas institutions.

• Worldwide Assistance and Emergency Evacuation.

• Standard exchange agreement document.

• Standard policies for university hiring of foreign nationals.

Pillar 4: Collaborative and innovative research programs

• 1985. The Texas International Education Consortium was formed by several state-supported 
universities led by the University of Texas at Austin to share resources and best practices relating  
to the monitoring and support of a growing international student population.

• 2004. The Lone Star Education Coalition is formed by a group of Texas colleges and universities to 
attract international students by leveraging the synergies of the group at recruiting events abroad.

• 2008. The Study Texas Coalition is created as a stand-alone entity with its own Board of Directors, 
formalizing the loosely organized Lone Star Education Coalition. 
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